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Q: Does Canada’s Innovation and Skills Plan 
amount to an Automation Plan?





Agenda

• Context 
• Automation Literature
• Canada’s ‘Inclusive’ Innovation and Skills Plan

• Assessing the Employment Threat of Automation
• 3 Pillars of an Automation Plan

• Creating new jobs via innovation policy
• Supporting skills modernization via Education and Training Policies
• Supporting the displaced via transforming the social safety net



Context - Automation Literature

• ‘Automation Plan’ is a policy mix collated mostly from post-Second 
Machine Age literature:  

• Brynjolfsonn & McAfee (2014), Rise of the Robots (2015), Obama White 
House AI reports (2016) McKinsey Global Institute (2017), National Academy 
of Science, Engineering, and Mathematics (2017), + more

• This literature tends to place less emphasis on policy compared to 
technology



Context: Canada’s ‘Inclusive’ Innovation and 
Skills Plan 

“40 percent of Canadian jobs today 
could be automated in the next 10 
years. Literally automated.  That’s an 
incredible number” – Domenic Barton, 
Feb. 7, 2017

“Positioning Canada to Lead: An 
Inclusive Innovation Agenda”
– June. 6, 2016

“With those innovations will come 
opportunities… technological change 
can also create anxiety—among 
workers who worry if their jobs will 
disappear due to automation,”
–Budget 2017, March. 22, 2017



Assessing the Employment Threat of 
Automation
Percentage of Work Activities that Could Be Automated by Adapting Current Technology

Source: Chui et al., 2017, in Harvard Business Review



Assessing the Employment Threat of 
Automation - Canada
• Task-based method: 

nearly 42 percent of 
Canadian work activities 
could be automated 
using current 
technologies

• 18 percent of Canada’s 
labour force could have 
70 percent or more of 
their work activities 
automated 

Occupation-based Method:
Top 5 High-Risk and Low-Risk 

Occupations at Risk of Automation

Source: Brookfield Institute (2016), p. 1. 



Labour Obsolescence 
• “we must define and analyze changes that affect changing labour demand in the 

extended ecosystem (or the business web), inside and outside a core sector. The 
result of this analysis is often a combination of job creation, job destruction and 
job displacement” (Ticoll, 2017)

Example: Autonomous Vehicles
“Changes that will result in labour obsolescence include:
Core technologies: Vehicle hardware will shift from steel to electronics and lightweight 
materials. Will this further erode the jobs in Canada’s already reduced auto sector? Also, demand 
for oil and gasoline will decline. Electric vehicles will need less routine maintenance (no oil 
changes!). All this means more jobs for information technologists and fewer jobs for oil workers, 
gas station attendants and car mechanics.
Disintermediation: Mobility services will use their own fleets and deal directly with consumers 
via mobile apps. This will have an impact on car dealers and car rental firms.
Externalities: A major benefit of automation will be improved vehicle safety and traffic self-
management. This will mean fewer jobs in auto body repair, policing, and accident-related 
medical services” (Ticoll, 2017).



TechToronto Report (2016)
TechToronto, Munk School Innovation Policy Lab, & PWC

Toronto’s Tech Sector (2015)



Three Pillars of an ‘Automation Plan’
Creating New Jobs Via 
Innovation Policy

Supporting Skills Modernization Via 
Training and Education Policies

Supporting the Displaced Via 
Transforming the Social Safety Net

Best Practice 
Derived From 
Global 
Literature

Canada’s 
Innovation and 
Skills Plan as 
Outlined in 
Budget 2017

Fulfilment of 
‘Automation 
Plan’ 
Requirement?
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innovation policy does not 
evaluate the automation 
impact from these new 
technologies 
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specific labour market data
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Three Pillars of an ‘Automation Plan’
Creating New Jobs Via 
Innovation Policy

Supporting Skills Modernization Via 
Training and Education Policies

Supporting the Displaced Via 
Transforming the Social Safety Net

Best Practice 
Derived From 
Global 
Literature

-Support development of 
automation technology
-Embed labour obsolescence 
analysis into innovation 
policymaking

- Invest in training and education 
- Coordinate private/public data 
sharing on automation technology 
diffusion and employment impact to 
better inform skills modernization 
initiatives 

- ‘Flexicurity’ policies to enable 
portable benefits
-Taxing capital, ex: ‘robot tax’
-Basic Income Guarantee

Canada’s 
Innovation and 
Skills Plan as 
Outlined in 
Budget 2017

Sector-specific ‘supercluster’ 
and AI strategies do not 
mention incorporation of 
labour obsolescence analysis 

-Investments in education and 
training
-Unclear if skills organization will 
collect private/public automation-
specific labour market data

Adjusting EI to widen eligibility for 
training programs

Fulfilment of 
‘Automation 
Plan’ 
Requirement?

Partial: 
Focus on creating new jobs via 
innovation policy does not 
evaluate the automation 
impact from these new 
technologies 

Partial:
Investments in Supporting Skills 
Modernization Via Training and 
Education Policies do not include 
mention of automation-specific 
labour market data

Minimal:
Lack of commitment to transform the 
social safety net to support workers 
displaced by automation



Conclusion/Future Research

• Q: Does Canada’s Innovation and Skills Plan amount to an Automation 
Plan?

• A: Only Partially…
• The role of politics going forward

• “Joe Populist is more worried about having his job displaced by innovative 
technologies than seeing the country becoming more adept at creating new ones” 
(Martin, 2017). 

• “The question we ought to be worried about now is not simply what policies need to 
be adopted to make life better in this technological future, but how to manage the 
fierce social battle, only just beginning, that will determine who gets what and by 
what mechanism” (Avent, 2016, p. 16-17). 

• Politicization of innovation policy could erode the support for policies needed for 
Canada to lead the digital economy (Taylor, 2016)



Appendix



McKinsey Global Institute (2017), 



McKinsey Global Institute (2017), 



Brookfield – Automation by Occupation

Brookfield Institute (2016) 



Brookfield – Automation by Task

Brookfield Institute (2016) 



Brookfield Comparison

Brookfield Institute (2016) 



Brookfield Methodology

Brookfield Institute (2016) 



Employment in Canada’s Digital Economy

Source: Information and Communications Technology Council (2017, p. 6)



Federal Budget 2017 



Pillar I – Innovation Policy 

Federal Budget 2017 



Pillar I – Innovation Policy 

Federal Budget 2017 



Pillar II – Skills Modernization

• Policymakers are ‘flying blind’ 
• “policymakers are flying blind into what has been called the fourth 

industrial revolution or the second machine age. There is a 
remarkable lack of data available on basic questions, such as: what is 
the scope and rate of change of the key technologies, especially 
artificial intelligence (AI)? Which technologies are already eliminating, 
augmenting or transforming which types of jobs? What new work 
opportunities are emerging, and which policy options might create 
jobs in this context” (Mitchell & Brynjolfsson, 2017, p. 290)?  



Pillar II – Skills Modernization

• Public-Private Data Gap
• “websites for job-seekers contain data about millions of posts, the skills they 

require and where the jobs are. Universities have detailed information about 
how many students are taking which courses, when they will graduate and 
with which skills. Robotics companies have customer data showing demand 
for different types of automated assembly system. Technology-platform 
companies have data about how many freelance workers they employ, the 
hours they work and where. These sorts of information, if connected and 
made accessible in the right way, could give us a radically better picture of the 
current state of employment. But hardly any such data are being shared now 
between organizations, and so we fail to capture their societal value” 
(Mitchell & Brynjolfsson, 2017, p. 291).
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